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We consider the Neumann problem -Au = lu - up on a continuous family of 
bounded domains 0, which approach (as E -0) a set R, with two connected 
components, and analyze it as a bifurcation problem with two parameters, I. and 6. 
The bifurcation diagrams and the qualitative properties of the bifurcation sets for p 
odd and p even are obtained, and the relations between them are studied by 
considering the problem -Au = Au - au’ - u3 for different values of a. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the scalar reac- 
tion-diffusion equation 




the analysis of its stationary solutions, i.e., solutions of 
du+f(u)=O in R, 
au-o an- on 80 
(1.1) 
is essential: the o-limit set of any bounded solution of (1.1) consists 
exclusively of solutions of (1.2). Aside from the constants (spatially 
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homogeneous functions: the zeros of f), the existence of nonconstant 
solutions of (1.2) reflects the fact that a very special balance between the 
reaction and the diffusion mechanisms is taking place. The purpose of this 
paper is to analyze how small changes in the shape of the domain 52 may 
lead to changes in the stability properties or the number of solutions of (1.2). 
Thus, the emphasis is on bifurcation phenomena. 
If R is a convex domain, it is known (Chafee [4], Casten and Holland [3], 
Matano [lo]) that all stable stationary solutions of (1.1) are constant; on the 
other hand, Matano [lo] exhibited examples of connected domains 0 and 
functions f for which there are stable nonconstant solutions. How does the 
transition between so different types of behavior take place? In order to 
study it, we consider a “continuous” family of domains R, such that, for 
E = 0, Q, has two connected components, QE and of;, and, for 6 > 0, Q, is 
just R, U R,, where R, looks like a small channel connecting Gt and !Z?h. If
a, b are zeros off, we denote by [a, b10 the function [a, b10 5 a on QL;, 
[a, b],, = b on 0:) which is a solution of (1.2) for 0 = R,. If E is very small, 
it is then expected that there will exist a solution U, of (1.2) for Q = 0, 
which is very close to [a, b], on Sz,. 
Hale and Vegas [9] proved that this is indeed the case if all the zeros off 
are simple. Moreover, the solution u,, denoted [a, b],, is unique and has the 
stability properties of [a, b],. 
In this paper, we analyze the opposite or critical case. As a first example, 
we consider the function f(u) = hu - up, where I is a small parameter. If p 
is odd and 1 > 0,f has three zeros, namely, u = 0, u = +J”p-‘, Thus, for 
each fixed k > 0, there exists E = e(n) such that (1.2) has nine solutions for 
0 < E ( ~(2). However, if we fix E, for I sufficiently small only the three 
constant solutions exist. Therefore, some bifurcation phenomena must occur 
when 1 and E vary independently, with the possibility of existence of 
secondary bifurcations, as indicated by Hale [8]. It turns out that, for J. 
fixed, if we call a =Iz”p-l, the soluttions [u,O],, [~,--a], and [0,-u], 
“merge” at a certain value of E, and so do the other three nonconstant 
solutions [0, a],, [-a, a], and [-a, 01, at the same value of t. Finally, these 
two new solutions coalesce with the zero solution at a larger value of E. If we 
fix E > 0, a more familiar bifurcation pattern appears in which two 
simultaneous bifurcations occur (Fig. 4). If p is even, the bifurcation set has 
a completely different structure (Fig. 6). In order to clarify the relationship 
between these two pictures, we make them appear as the extreme points in a 
continuum by considering the function f(u) = lu - UU’ - u3 and letting a 
vary. In this way, we obtain a variety of bifurcation sets, some of which 
present very curious features (Figs. 9, 11 and 13). 
Concerning the method of analysis, the first difficulty lies precisely in 
having to deal with a variable domain. By expressing u in terms of the eigen- 
functions of A in a,, we reduce the problem (via the Liapunov-Schmidt 
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method) to a system of two bifurcation equations whose dependence on E 
can be shown to be sufficiently regular by a careful analysis of the properties 
of the domains Q, and the corresponding eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. 
Once this question is settled, the analysis of the equations is based on the 
scaling techniques discussed in Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [5]. 
Section 2 contains the precise description of the domains 52,, the 
application of the Liapunov-Schmidt method and the statements of the 
results. The proofs of these appear in Sections 3 and 4. An application to a 
selection-migration model is included in Section 5. Section 6 consists of a 
few remarks concerning generalizations and open questions. Finally, Section 
7 deals with the very technical subject of the regularity of the Bifurcation 
Equations and is completely independent of the rest. 
Many of the proofs are very sketchy, and some have been omitted since 
they are not considered to be essential or hard to reconstruct. Their complete 
version appears in the author’s thesis at Brown University [ 1 I], which was 
done under the direction of Jack K. Hale, to whom the author wishes to 
express his acknowledgment. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Consider the reaction-diffusion equation 
$ = Au + f(& u) in R, X (0, co), 
P-1) 
where f is a given smooth function of II, u (A in a Banach space II), u E R, 
and, for E E (0, 11, 0, is a bounded, smooth, connected domain in R*. For 
E = 0,0, is the union of two bounded, connected omains fik and fi: whose 
closures are disjoint and the family {Q,} is “continuous” in the sense that 
0, c 52, if E < 6 and the function 6 h IR, 1 is continuous on [0, 1 ] (I -1 
represents Lebesgue measure in R*). 
Our objective is to study the stationary solutions of (2.1) for IA], E small. 
The particular form of the domains .R, will be given in Definition 2.1. At this 
point, we only need two basic spectral properties which will enable us to 
apply the Liapunov-Schmidt method. 
Let us first introduce some notation: A, represents the Laplacian on Q, 
with homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, i.e., 9(A,) = 
(u E Hyn,): au/an = 0 on X!,}. If D is a smooth domain in R*, Lck’(D) 
represents the sequence of eigenvalues of -A on D with homogeneous 
Neumann boundary conditions, where each eigenvalue is repeated according 
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to its multiplicity. If w (k) E H’(D) represents the corresponding eigen- 
function, we have the variational characterization: 




D v*: v E H’(D), I, vwci) = 0,l <j < k - 11 . 
The two basic properties of Q, mentioned before are 
as E + 0, (2.2) 
A”‘(R,) is bounded away from zero as E -+ 0. (2.3) 
These statements imply that I, is a simple eigenvalue for e small. Let W, 
denote the eigenfunction corresponding to I, satisfying jn, wz = 1 and 
lo; w, > 0. It can be shown that Jo{ w, f 0 for E small and, thus, w, is well- 
defined. 
Let 
U, = span{ 1, we} c L*(R,), 
ri, = i, n H’(flJ. 
It is easy to see that ---de takes L-c n G?(d,) into i, (by selfadjointness) and 
has a bounded inverse K, : t, -+ H, satisfying 
II& Ilvci,.ti,, = [/v3’(f2,)-’ + P3’(52,)-*]“* < c, (2.4) 
for t small, by (2.3). In the sequel, C, will always represent his constant. 
Let P, denote the orthogonal projection 
P,: L*(a,)+ u,, 
Then, if we write u = a + /?w, + G, a, /I E R, ti E fi,, the equation 
-A, u = f(A, u) is equivalent o 
u^ =cv - p,> m a + Pw, + 4, i,< f(A, a + pw, + u^) = 0, 
(2.5) 
-4, + J-* w,f(ll,a+pw,+c)=O. 
c 
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If we now assume that, for some 1, > 0, 
then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, for each a, j? E R, ]A ] < &, E fixed, 
the first equation of (2.5) has a unique solution u^ = @a, p, A, E) E A,. By 
substituting in the second and third equations of (2.5), we obtain the Sifur- 
cation Equations: 
(2.7a) 
H(a, p, 1, E) Ef +?A, + j, w,j& a + ,hv, + u”(a, p, A, E)) = 0. (2.7b) 
c 
Summarizing: if A and E are given and (a,P) solves (2.7), then 
u = a + pw, + $(a, /?, 1, E) is a solution of (2.1), and, conversely, all 
stationary solutions of (2.1) are obtained in this way. Thus, we have reduced 
our original problem to that of finding solutions (a, /?) of (2.7). This is a two- 
dimensional bifurcation problem with two parameters (A, E), to which one 
may possibly apply scaling techniques and other methods of bifurcation 
theory. However, the type of dependence on E of the functions G, H defined 
in (2.7) is not obvious. Therefore, our first task will be to analyze this depen- 
dence (Theorem 2.2) and then proceed to the direct study of the bifurcation 
equations (2.7). 
With the concepts and notation introduced so far, we may describe the 
domains 0, and state the main results that will be proved in this paper. 
DEFINITION 2.1 (Description of the domains ~2,). Let a;, J2: be 
bounded, smooth, connected omains in R2 satisfying: 
(a) Rf;c((x,y):x<-l};R~c((x,y):x> l), 
(b) {(x,Y):x=--~,~Y~< l1caJ-k 
{(x,y):x= l,IYl< llca@, 
(c) {(&y):-3<x<-LIYl< l}cfin’d, 
{(x,Y):1~x~3,/Ylc1}~~~. 
Let r+ , r- be real-valued functions, continuous in [- 1, 1 ] and C” in 
(-1, I), satisfying 
(d) r+(O) > 0, r+(-1) = r+(l) = 1, 
r-(O) < 0, r-(-l) = r-(l) = -1, 
(e) ~~(x)<Oforx<O,r~(x)>Oforx>O, 
rL (x) > 0 for x < 0, rY (x) < 0 for x > 0, 
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L’,=Ll~UR,UL!~=l2,,~ ‘Z,. (2.9) 
FIGURE I 
THEOREM 2.2 (Regularity of the Bifurcation Equations). Let Q, be the 
domains described in Definition 2.1 and let f: A x IR -+ IR satisfy for 
)A( <&,A, > 0: 
(a) f is Ck+’ in A, u, 
(b) 1 f&i, u)\ < k, < 1/2C,, where C, is given in (2.4), 
(c) ~fA,u)~~M,(~u~+l)forsomeconstantM,>O, 
(d) all higher order derivatives up through order k + 1 are bounded in 
(A: IAl <A,) x R. 
Then, the properties given by (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied, ii(a,P, A, l ) is 
Ck in a, /I, 1 for each fixed e, the functions G, H deftned in (2.7) are Ck in 
a,/?, i and these functions, together with all their derivatives up through 
order k in a, P, A, are continuous in E, provided that we define w, for E = 0 
as: 
wosc,=- (~~)“’ on f2;; 
was C, = (kg)‘;’ on 0:. 
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An outline of the proof of this result is given in Section 7. 
Let us assume thatf has the formf(& u) = Au - g(u), where g is a smooth 
function with a zero of order p at u = 0: g(u) = aup + O(l u Ipt ‘) as 1 u ( --+ 0. It 
is easily seen that the bifurcation equations (2.7) take the form (calling 
x = (;)): 
~L,(E)X+~,L*(E)X+T(X,~)+R(X,~,~)=O, (2.10) 
where L,, L, are 2 X 2 matrices, T(., E) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree p and JR(X, A, t)l = O(lXl”“). 
Let us call 1, = v and consider it as an independent parameter. Then (2.8) 
is a bifurcation problem with a two-dimensional unknown (X), two eigen- 
value parameters (A, V) and an extra parameter (E) which, as it turns out, 
plays no fundamental role in the analysis. In a sense, A, = v carries all the 
“singularities” arising from the presence of E. Due to this fact, the basic 
scaling techniques discussed in Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [5] may be 
applied to (2.8) to obtain a finite number of bifurcation curves in the (A, v)- 
plane depending on the parameter 6: 1= Jj(v, E) (j = l,..., r). By resetting 
v=A,, we find a finite set of curves 1= dj(n,, E) which divide a 
neighborhood of the origin in the (1, E)-plane in sectors in each of which the 
number of equilibrium solutions of (2.1) is constant. The number and 
location of these curves depends on the nonlinearity g, as shown in the 
following summary: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let us assume that the domains Q, are symmetric with 
respect to the y-axis, and let g: R -+ R be a C” function such that 
g(u) = at8 + O(l u lp+ ‘) as I u I--+ 0 and g’,..., g@+ ‘) are bounded in I?, with 
/ g’(u)1 < ik,. Then, the function f(A, u) = Au -g(u) satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.2 for IA ( < jk, and the following properties hold: 
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The curves I = 0 and I = A, represent the primary bifurcations at the simple 
eigenvalues 0, A,, and, at the curve A= (p/(p - l))L, + o(A,), two 
simultaneous secondary bifurcations occur. The bifurcation sets for e > 0 and 
A > 0 fixed, respectively, have the following form: 
x 
FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4 









kc l -I, + o(&). 
P--l 
II = 0, A= 1, represent primary bifurcations at simple eigenvalues, and at 
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A = -(l/p - 1) A, t o(l,), a secondary bifurcation occurs. The bifurcation 
sets are (f%r a > 0): 
FIGURE 6 FIGURE I 
with the obvious modifications when a < 0 or II < 0. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 (Section 4) shows that some of these curves and 
secondary bifurcations are present even if g is neither odd nor even. This is 
an important issue since it reflects how sensitive our diagrams are to pertur- 
bations of the nonlinearity g, and it gives us some hints relative to the 
following question motivated by Theorem 2: How are the diagrams 
corresponding to g odd and g even connected? That is, if we perturb g in a 
continuous manner, ‘letting it go from even to odd, how do these diagrams 
change? 
In order to study this question, we consider the function g(u) = au* t u3, 
which is odd for a = 0 and “even for a = 00.” We analyze this problem in 
exactly the same way used for Theorem 2.5, obtaining a two-dimensional 
problem with three parameters A, V, a: 
~~,(E)XtVL2(E)XtaQ(~~)+C(~,~)tR(X,~,E)=0, (2.11) 
where Q(., E) and C(., E) are quadratic and cubic polynomials, respectively, 
and R = O(lXl”). Again, we apply the appropriate scaling techniques and 
obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let R, be symmetric with respect to the y-axis and let 
f (A, u) = Au - au2 - u3 t O(l u I”) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 for 
I A 1 small. Then the bifurcation diagrams and bifurcation sets for E > 0 fixed 
have the following forms: 
198 
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FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 
(2) For 8A, < a* < (27/2) A,: 
FIGURE 10 
(3) For a* > (27/2)A, 
FIGURE 11 
FIGURE 12 FIGURE 13 
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If we want to analyze the change in the bifurcation patterns for 1, a fixed 
and v variable, that is, if we want to study how the asymmetries in the 
nonlinearity affect the location and structure of the bifurcations produced 
exclusively by varying the domain, then a different scaling is required, and 
the result is the following: 
THEOREM 2.5. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 2.4, if we Jx 
a#0 and let I?=laP2, C=va-‘= l,aW2, the bifurcation diagram has the 
form shown in Fig. 14 forfixed a # 0, I= La-=, v= vap2 = A,am2. 
The proofs of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5, along with the precise formulas for 
the bifurcation curves, are given in Section 4. 
-- li 
9 
d- 5 3 
FIGURE 14 
Stability of the solutions. Due to lack of space, we cannot analyze this 
problem here. We will only give an example: the distribution of stable and 
unstable solutions in the most complicated bifurcation set of Theorem 2.4 
(Fig. 13) is the following: 





















Application. The reactiondiffusion equation (2.1) arises in a natural 
way in many actual situations. Specifically, we have concentrated in a 
selection-migration model in population genetics, which is briefly discussed 
in Section 5. 
3. THE CRITICAL CASE WITH SYMMETRIC NONLINEARITY 
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.3. Let us recall that f(A, U) = 
Au - g(u), g(u) = uup + O(l u I”“) as 1 u) -+ 0. The bifurcation equations (2.7) 
take the form: 
G(a, /3, A, E) = A IR,( a - j g(a + pw, + $(a, /?, 4 6)) = 0, 
Q, 
(3.1) 
H(a, P, 4 E) = (A - A,)P - I,, w,g(a + Pw, + ;(a, B, I, E)) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let h(u) = au”; r(u) = g(u) - h(u). 
L,(E)= (‘“d’ Y); L&)= (“0 OJ; x= (; );v=d,: 





R(a, A I, E) = -i, [ g(a + Bw, + Qa, A 4 6)) - Wa + Pw,)l (i ) . 
6 t 
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Then, (3.1) has the form 
1L,(~)X+VL*(E)X+T(X,E)+R(X,~,E)=O, (3.2) 
where L,(E), L*(E) are 2 x 2 matrices, T(., t) is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree p, 1 R(X, A, e)I = O(l XIp+‘) uniformly in 1,~ and all functions are 
continuous in (X, A, e). 
Proof It suffices to observe that J‘c, w,” -+ In., wT, as E -+ ~~ (Theorem 
2.2) and that DG(0, 0, L, E) = 0 for all 2, E (the fact that f(& a) is a constant 
implies ;(a, 0, 1, E) = 0 and D, $a, 0, A, 6) = 0 by uniqueness). 
We now proceed to analyze (3.2) as a bifurcation problem with two eigen- 
value parameters (1, v), following Chow, Hale and Mallet-Paret [ 5 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (A priori bound). If T(X, 0) = 0 implies X = 0, then 
there exist a neighborhood U of X = 0 and constants p > 0, K > 0 such that 
any solution (X, A, v, t) of (3.2) with X E U, II 1, ) vi, E < p must satisfy 
IX/ <KIIAl"'p-" + lvl"('-')I. 
Proof If the conclusion is false, there exist sequences Xj --, 0, Xj # 0, 
lj-+Oo, vj+O, ej-+O such that (3.2) holds and (I~,jl+Iv,jl)/l~jjp-‘~O as 
j-+ co. We may assume that Xj/lXjl + X*, with IX*/ = 1. Dividing (3.2) by 
Ixjlp~ using the homogeneity of T and letting j- co, we see that 
T(X*, 0) = 0, but (X* ( = 1, which is a contradiction. 
Our goal is to study the “small” solutions of (3.2) i.e., those solutions X 
lying in U, the neighborhood of 0 given by the previous proposition, for 
1, v, t small. In particular, we are interested in finding the bifurcation values 
(A, v, t) for which there is a change in the number of solutions of (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf 
L,(O) X + T(X, 0) = 0 implies det [L l(O) + D, T(X, 0)] # 0, 
and 
(-l)pL,(0)X+T(X,O)=O implies det[(-l)“L,(O)+D,T(X,O)]#O, 
then there exist 6 > 0, ,u > 0 such that all the bifurcation values (k, v, e) of 
(3.2) with 1111 <p, E < ,u satisfy Iv1 > 6 IAl. 
Proof: It is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.2 and will be omitted. 
Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 justify the following change of variables: 
x= vl/@-l) y 
, 2 = r-v. (3.4) 
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(We have not written 1 v] since we are interested only in the region v > 0, 
because of the interpretation of v as A,.) 
Substituting these new variables in (3.2) and dividing by v~‘(~- ‘I, we 
obtain 
F(Y, r, v, E) = d,(E) Y + L,(E) Y + T(Y, 6) 
+ y-P/@-” qv1”p-l’ y, TV, r) = 0. (3.5) 
It is clear that if (Aj, ej, vj) are bifurcation values of (3.2) with 
vi-+ 0, ej + 0 and Y’ is any limit point of {Aj/vj} (which is bounded by 
Proposition 3.3), then there is a solution r0 of 
rOL,(O) P + L2(0) P + T(P, 0) = 0, 
det[r’L,(O) + L2(0) + D,T(Y”, 0)] = 0. (3.6) 
Thus, our next goal is to study (3.5) and (3.6) for our particular problem. 
We will assume that the following symmetry hypothesis is satisfied. 
Hypothesis (S). The domains R, are symmetric with respect to the y- 
axis. 
Furthermore, in order to simplify the formulas, we will take ]0,/ = 1; we 
will also assume that a = (l/b - 1)) g@‘(O) > 0 if p is odd. 
The justification of the scaling techniques just discussed is contained in 
the following lemma, which shows that the hypotheses of Propositions 3.2 
and 3.3 are satisfied in our problem. The proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 3.4. The following are satisfied: 
(i) T(X, 0) = T(a, j3,O) = - Ino h(a ’ Pwo) 
J-n, woh(a + Pwo> I 
+ [Ma + P> + W - PII =-- 
+[h(a +P) - Ma -P>l 1 ’ 
(ii) L,(O) = 1, 
(iii) T(X, 0) = 0 implies X = 0, 
(iv) L,(O)X+ T(X,O)=O implies det[L,(O)+D,T(X,O)] ~0, 
(v) (-1)” L,(O) X + T(X, 0) = 0 implies det[(-l)P L,(O) + 
D, T(X, 0)] # 0. 
In our problem, Eqs. (3.6) have the form 
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rY, - f[h(Y, + Y*) + h(Y, - Y,)] = 0, 
(r - 1) Y* - f[h(Y, + Y2) - h(Y, - Y,)] = 0, 
A=r(r- l)- v [h’(Y, + Y,) + h’(Y, - Y,)] 
+ h’(Y, + Y*) h’(Y, - Y,) = 0, 
where A dzrdet[rl,(0) +L,(O) + D,(Y, O)]. 
(3.7) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. All the solutions (Y,, Y,, r) of (3.7) satisfy Y, Yz = 0. 
Proof: Let 
z, = Y, + Y*; y, = (Z, + z,p; 
Z,=Y,-Y,; Y, = (Z, - Z,)/2. 
If (Y, , Y,, r) is a solution of (3.7), then, multiplying the first row of A by 
Y,, the second by Y2 and using the first two equations, we obtain: 
4Y, Y,A = h(Z,)’ - h(Z,)’ - ;[<Z, - Z,)(h(Z,) + h(Z,)) 
+ (Z, + ZNGJ - WJ)l [h’(Z,) •t h’@,)l 
+ (Z, + Z,)(Z, - ZJ h’(Z,) h’(Z,) 
= a2Z2p I- a2Zy -pa2(Zy+’ -z;+‘)(z;-’ + z;-‘) 





If we assume Y, Y, # 0, then A = 0 if and only if Z, = AZ,, where A 
satisfies 
F(A) EfA2p -PAP+’ +pAP-’ _ 1 = 0. (3.8) 
By analyzing the signs of F’ and F”, it is not difficult to show that F(A) = 0 
if and only if A = f 1, which implies Z, f Z, = 0, i.e., Y, Y2 = 0. 
With the help of this proposition, it is very easy to find the solutions of 
(3.7). The hypothesis “a > 0 if p is odd” is important in order to rule out 
some extraneous olutions. 
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PROPOSITION 3.6. The solutions of (3.7) are the following: 
p even p odd 
r y, y* r y, y* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
1 -- 
p-l -G 0 
P 
p-l O *CP 
where C, = (l/a(p - l))“@-‘). 
These solutions represent he only possible values of (Y,, Yz, r) from 
which there may be branching of solutions in our original Eq. (3.1), 




F,=(r-l)Y,-j wEh(Y, + Y, w,) + v-“‘(~-” R2(v”@-” Y, rv, 6) = 0. 
*, 
Our objective is to study the behavior of (3.9) in the neighborhood of every 
one of the points listed in Proposition 3.6. In order to do that, we first need 
to derive some special properties of Eqs. (3.9) which result from the 
symmetry hypothesis: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let hypothesis (S) be satisfied. We define 
S: L’(0,) + L’(0,) by setting (Sg)(x, y) = g(-x, y). Then, for E suflciently 
small, the following hold: 
(i) SW, = -w,, i.e., w, is odd in x, 
(ii) Su^(cf,/?, A, E) = u^(a, --/I, 1, E), 
(iii) G(a, -/I, A, F) = G(a, p, A, E); H(a, -& A, E) = -H(a, /I, 1, t) 
F,(Y,, -Y2, r, v, c) = F,(Y,, Y,, r, v, 6); 
F2(Y,, -Y,, r, v, E) = -F,(Y,, Y,, r, v, c), 
(iv) if, in addition, f (A, -u) = --..A, u) for all A E A, u E R, then 
G(-a, P, A, E) = -G(a, P, 1, E); H(-a, P, A, 6) = H(a, P, 4 E>; 
F,(-Y,, Y,, r, v, E) = -F,(Y,, Y,, r, v, 6); 
F,(-Y,, Yz, r, v, 6) = F,(Y, , Y,, r, v, El, 
where G, H and F,, F, are given by (3.1) and (3.9), respectively. 
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ProoJ (i) The symmetry hypothesis and the fact that 1, is a simple 
eigenvalue imply that w, has to be either even or odd in x. Since In8 w, and 
Ink w, are nonzero and have opposite signs, w, must be odd. 
(ii)- If h, E L’(0,) and u^, E fi6 satisfy -Au*, = h,, then Su”, E fi, 
satisfies -d(Su^,) = S$, and a&/an = 0 on 80, implies c?(S&)/C% = 0 on 
X?, . Therefore, S(K,h,) = 8, Sh, by uniqueness. On the other hand, 
In, Sk = .L, h, for h, E W4) and (i) imply that P, and S commute. 
Hence, for any g, E L*(R,), we have: S&(1 - P,) g, = X,(1 - P,) Sg, , and 
(ii)- follow easily from the characterization of u^ and the definitions of G, 
H, F,, F,. 
We now proceed to analyze the different points obtained in Proposition 
3.6: 
(1) ?.O=O, Y+ Y+o. 
Since F,(Y,, 0, r, D, 6) = 0 and Dy2Fz(0, 0, 0, 0,O) = -1 # 0, the solutions 
of F = 0 in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0, 0,O) will be Y, - 0 and the solutions 
of the remaining equation F,(Y,, 0, I, V, E) = 0, which, in the original 
variables, is just Aa - g(cr) = 0. These correspond to the constant solutions of 
-A,u=lu-g(u). 
(2) r" = 1, I": = z =o. 
Since F,(O, 0, 1, 0,O) = 0 and D,,F,(O, 0, 1, 0,O) = 1 # 0, by the Implicit 
Function Theorem, F, = 0 has a unique solution Y, = Y,(Y,, I, V, E) in a 
neighborhood of (0, 1, 0,O). 
(2a) If g is odd, then F,(O, Y,, r, V, E) = 0 by Proposition 3.7, which 
implies Y, ( Y2, T, v, E) = 0. Then 
F,(O, Y,, r, v, 6) 
= (r - 1) y2 - y-P/(P-I) 
I W, g(v”‘p-‘) Y2 w, + u^(O, v”(p- ‘) Y2, rv, t)) = 0 0, 
can be solved for r - 1 (once Y2 = 0 has been considered), obtaining 
r=r(Y2,v,c)w 1 + q-’ I 
w”+’ ~ . 
fl, 
Thus, the bifurcation is supercritical. 
(2b) If p is even, the situation is much more complicated. First, 
Y, = Y,(Y,, r, v, E) is no longer zero, but an even function of Y2 (by 
Proposition 3.7) satisfying D& Y,(O, r, v, E) = 0 for k = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1, 
Des Yl(O, r”, 0,O) = a/p! # 0. If we define f12( Y2, r, v, t) = E;(Y, ( Y2, r, v, E), 
Y2, r, V, E), then FZ(-Y2, r, v, E) = f12(Y2, r, v, E) and DC,, F2 = 1. This means 
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that the solutions of R2 = 0 are given by Y2 = 0 and a unique function 
r = r(Y,, v, E) which is even in Y, and has the value 1 for Y2 = 0, v = 0, 
6 = 0. However, 
m% l,O, 0) = -+ [W,(Y*, l,O,O> + y*> - W,(Y*, l,O, 0) - Y,)] 
=-~[(uY~+0(~Y*~~+~)+Y2)~-(uY~+O()Y*~’t’)-Y*)~] 
= -a*p u:“-’ + O(( Y* I’“) 
since p is even. These cancellations bring some degree of degeneracy to our 
problem, and we will have to make use of a number of the higher-order terms 
of the Taylor expansion of g in order to find some approximate formula for 
r(Y,, v, E), and decide upon the super-, sub- or transcritical character of the 
bifurcation. 
First of all, it is easy to see that ;(a,/?, A, e) = O((larI + I/31)“) uniformly in 
A, 6. Then, we may write 
qv--L)Y, r-v, E) = Lp~(~-l) D& qo, 0, TV, t) Yfl + O(ld’(P--l) Y*lp+‘). 
P! 
Let us take any of the terms in the Taylor expansion of g, say cuk 
(c = constant). Then 
c*( I 
P-y Y, + Y, WE) + 2.q” w, 
c 
=C \’ L 
(v~/(P-~)y~)A(V~l(P~~)y*)~(~)~‘W~+~ 
AtB+C=k 
where h4(/jc = k!/A ! B! C!. 
If k is odd, the lowest-order term in Yz will be 
cA4;$o vk’(P-‘)(Jn wr+‘) Y:. However, if k is even, this term is absent, since 
w, is odd in x, and therefore la, w, k+ ’ = 0. Hence, in this case, the lowest- 
order term in Y2 will correspond to B = k - 1, A + C = I ; i.e., 
+~MC$-, 1 v~i(~-l) 
p! ’ ’ 
D”oP u^(O, 0, N, E) w; 
I 
Y$+k-’ + O(l Y*lP-tk). 
We see that the smallest power of Y2 in the term cuk (for k even) appears 
when k =p. Since In, wfk remains bounded and D,, G(O, 0, rv, E) + 0 in L2 as 
E -+ 0, the dominant term in the bracket is the first one. Hence: 
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(i) If gck)(0) > 0 for all k odd, p < k ( 2p - 1, then I( Yz , v, E) - 1 > 0 
and the bifurcation is supercritical. 
(ii) If gCk’(0) < 0 for some k odd, p < k < 2p - 1, then 
and the bifurcation has the form of Fig. 16. 
(3) r” =p/(p - 1) (p odd), r” = -l/(p - 1) (p even). 
Let us consider first r. =p/(p - l), fl= 0, z = +(l/a(p - l))“(“-“. 
Since &(Jy, g> r”, 090) = 0 and D,>F,(e, E, r”, 0,O) = r” - 1 - 
h’(G) # 0, F, = 0 has a unique solution Y, = Y2(Y,, r, V, E) such that 
Y,(O, r”, 0,O) = c; furthermore, it is easy to check that Y2(-Y,, r, v, E) = 
Y,P’, , r, v, E) by Proposition 3.7, and 
a( 1 -p)( z)p-’ implies 
DylF, = r” k 1 - h’(z) = 
D,, Y&l, r”, (40) = 0, D$ Y,(O, r”, 0,O) = -p/e:, 
D, Y,(O, r”, 0,O) = 
1 
a(p - l)(fl)‘)p-* * 
Now we define 
By implicit differentiation, we can show that 
D,,F:, = 0, D$ = 0, D:;F, = 2ap(p - 1)(2p + 2)(Y9p-’ > 0, 
DC,, Y, = 1 -p < 0 (all -derivatives evaluaied at (0, 0, 0, 0)), and, by 
Proposition 3.7, we have F,(-Y, , r, v, e) = -F,(Y, , r, v, E), which means that 
we may write 
FIGURE 16 
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where j: is smooth in Y, , r, v, even in Y, and satisfies 
D&O, 0, 0,O) = D:& = 1 -p < 0, 
D,, &O, r, v, cl= 0, 
D:: 34-J 0, 0, 0) = $D;; p,(O, 0, 0, 0) > 0. 
Therefore, the solutions of E;“, = 0 are given by Y, = 0 and a unique 
surface r = r( Y, , v, 6) which is smooth in Y,, v, continuous in E and verifies 
r(0, 0,O) = r”, r(-Y, , v, E) = ‘(Y, ) v, E), 
and 
D:: r(O, o,O) = -(Dr.?,,-’ [@;A + W:,r.?J(Dy,r) +(D;L?,)(&,~)~] 
1 1 
=--D;& > 0. 
p-l 3 
Hence, if we define f(v, E) = r(0, v, E), we have: 
(i) If r > f(v, E), P,(Y i, r, v, E) = 0 has exactly three solutions near 
(0, r”, 0, 0), namely, Y, = 0 and r = r(Y,, v, 6). 
(ii) If r < F(v, e), P,(Y i, r, v, E) = 0 has only one solution, Y, = 0. 
This represents a supercritical bifurcation of “pitchfork” type from a 
nontrivial branch (it takes place at q = 0, z # 0); that is, a secondary 
bijiircation, and its existence is due to the fact that F”, is odd in Y,, a conse- 
quence of Proposition 3.7, which, in turn, relies upon the symmetry of 0, 
and the odd character of g (as a matter of fact, this secondary bifurcation 
may disappear if g is not odd: see the next section). 
If we now consider the value G = -(l/a(p - 1))“‘“-“, we can apply 
again Proposition 3.7 to show that, at the same value r = f(v, E) obtained 
above, another secondary bifurcation appears. Briefly, the Implicit Function 
Theorem gives a unique solution Y, = Y;(Y,, r, v, E) of F, = 0, with 
y;(o,o,o,o)= I”:, which, when substituted in F, gives a function which 
turns out to be the negative of P, defined above. 
Finally, if p is even, we have to study the neighborhood of 
r” = -l/(p - l), c = -(l/a(p - l))“‘p-“, g = 0. By the Implicit 
Function Theorem, F, = 0 has a unique solution Y, = YI(Y2, r. v, E) with 
Y,(O, r”, 0,O) = G; furthermore, it satisfies Y,(-Y,, r, v, t) = Y,(Y,, r, v, t). 
Let us define 
F2(Y2, 6 v, c) dAffF2(Y,(y2, r, v, e), Y2, r, v, 6). 
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Then fl*(-Y,, r, V, E) = --pl(Y,, r, V, E) and, by implicit differentiation, it 
satisfies 
Dy2F2(0, r”, 0,O) = 0, D$;P*(O, I, u, E) = 0, 
D$ &(O, r”, 0,O) = 24~ - 1)(2p + 2)(e)p-3 < 0, 
and 
Dfr2,&(0, r”, 0,O) = 1 -p < 0. 
Therefore, we are in a situation entirely analogous to the one we have just 
studied, the only difference being the sign of D&, fl*. The conclusions are 
thus identical (existence of a secondary bifurcation), with the remarks that 
the bifurcation is subcritical in this case, and, more important, that only the 
hypothesis “p is even” has been used. This implies, that, unlike the case “g 
odd,” this secondary bifurcation will be preserved under higher-order pertur- 
bations of any type. 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
4. THE CRITICAL CASE WITH ASYMMETRIC NONLINEARITY 
In this section we consider the nonlinearity g(u) = au* + u3 + h.o.t, which 
was introduced in Section 2 as a “mixture” between the cases “g odd” and 
“g even.” We will outline the proof of Theorem 2.4 and comment upon some 
related issues. 





LI(c)= (‘“6’ ;), L*(e)= (; J), 
then the Bifurcation Equations (3.1) take the form 
AL,(e)X+ uL&)X+ aQ(X 6) + C(X, 6) + R&A, E) = 0, (4.1) 
where L,(e), L*(E) are 2 x 2 matrices, Q(., E) and C(., 6) are quadratic and 
cubic polynomials, respectively, IR(X, A, c)I = O(lXl”) uniformly in I, E and 
all functions are continuous in 6. We now proceed to analyze (4.1) by the 
same method we have followed in Section 3: (1) obtain an a priori bound 
and (2) change variables by a convenient scaling. 
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LEMMA 4.1. If C(X, 0) = 0 implies X = 0, then there exist a 
neighborhood U of X = 0 and constants p > 0, K > 0 such that all solutions 
of(4.1) with XE ZJ, Ial, lij, IvI, 1~1 <p satisfy 
1x1 <K[1111’2 + Jv(~” + lal] uniformly in E. 
Now we change variables: 
x= !F2y 9 I = rv, a = bv’12. (4.2) 
Then (4.1) becomes 
F dzf rLI(E) Y + L2(e) Y + bQ(Y, E) + C(Y, E) + v-~‘~R(v”~Y, TV, E) = 0. 
(4.3) 
As in Section 3, our first goal is to find the solutions of 
rL,(O) Y + L,(O) Y + bQ(Y, 0) + C(Y, 0) = 0, 
det[rl,(O) + L2(0) + bD,Q(Y, 0) + D,C(Y, 0)] = 0 (4.4) 
or, equivalently, 
rY,-bYi-by:--3Y,Yi-Yf=O, 
(r- 1) Y,-2bY,Y,-3YfY2- Yi=O, 
A Sf r-2bY1-3Yi-3Yz -2bY, - 6Y, Y2 
(4.5) 
-2bY, - 6Y, Y2 r-1-2bY,-3Yi-3Y: 
= 0. 
Multiplying the first column of d by Y,, the second by Y2 and utilizing 
the first two equations, we obtain 
Y, Y,A = -Y;[32Y: + 22bY; + 4bY, + 2bY;]. 
If b = 0, then A = 0 if and only if Y, Yz = 0 (this is the case studied in 
Section 3). If b # 0, then we write Y, = by,*, Y2 = bY; and conclude that 
A = 0, Y, Y2 # 0 if and only if 
16Yf3 + 1 1YT2 + 2~; + ye’ = 0. (4.6) 
In particular, Y2 *2=-Y:(16Y:2+11YT+2) and 16z2+llz+2>Ofor 
all z; therefore, only negative values of Y$ will produce real values of Y2 * . 
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Multiplying the first equation in (4.5) by Y,, the second by -Y,, adding, 
expressing everything in terms of Y, , * Yz and assuming Y, # 0 we obtain: 
1 
2Y*3-2Y:‘Y,*2+Y:3-Y;3--Yy::=o. 1 b2 (4.7) 
Putting (4.6) and (4.7) together, we find the condition 
4YF3 + 5Yf2 + 2Y: + 
2b’tl o 
‘&2 =* (4.8) 
Finally, from the second equation in (4.5) we obtain 
r- 1 
~=Y;2f3Y;2f2Y:=-16YI *3 - gyf2 (4.9) 
(by (4.6)). 
These are all the possible solutions of (4.5) which satisfy bY, Y, # 0. The 
case b = 0 was studied in Section 3, so it remains to consider the possibility 
Y, Y2 = 0: 
If Y, = 0, then -by, = 0, which implies Y2 = 0, and then r = 0 or 1. 
If Y, # 0, then Y, = 0 and the solutions of (4.5) must satisfy 
r-by, - Y;=O, 
d=2Y,(b+2Y,) [ (YI t+)‘tf-$1. 
Let us summarize: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The solutions of (4.5) are the following: 




-b 2/4 -b/2 
r,(b) bv,(b) 
(2) Only for b2 > 8: 
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(3) Only for b2 > 2712: 
r,(b) bu,(b) 
r,(b) bu,tb) 
where u,(b) (i = 1,2,3) are the real roots of 
2b2 t 1 
4v3+5v2+2vt 8b2 =o 
with u,(b) < u*(b) < u3(b) < 0; u*(b) and u,(b) exist only for b2 > 27/2, r,(b) 
is given by either of the following formulas: 
r,(b) = - 8b2[2ui(b)’ + ui(b)2] + 1, 
2b2t 1 
12a,(b)2 t 8ui(b) + 2bZ 
1 
+ 1 
and u,(b) is given by either of the following formulas: 
Ui(b)’ = -16Ui(b)3 - 1 lUi(b)2 - 2ui(b), 
Ui(b)2 = -3ui(b)* - 6ui(b) t 
2b2t 1 
2b2 . 
Moreover, the following properties hold: 
(i) u,(b) < - f for all b # 0, 
(ii) u,(b) < - f < u,(b) < - 4 < uj(b) < - $ for bZ > 27/2, 
(iii) r,(b) > 1 and r,(b)-+ 3, bu,(b)+ 0, b2U,(b)2 -+ f as b -+ 0, 
(iv) if b2 > 27/2, then r3(b) < r,(b) and if b2 is sufficiently close to 
2712, then 
I/Z < r,(b) < r2W 
Proof. The values appearing in the table have been obtained earlier. (i), 
(ii) and (iii) follow easily from the formula for vi(b). 
(iv) We see that i(u2(b) t u3(b)) < - 3. Then 
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r*(b) - r,(b) 
4b2 
= 3u,(b)’ + 2u,(b) - 3u,(b)2 - 2u,(b) 
= 6(u,(b)- u3(b)) &v,(b)+ o,(b))++ > 0. 1 
The rest of (iv) follows by continuity, since for b2 = 27/2, we have 
-3.375 < -3.2646 < -3 = -3 < -1.1104. 
We now analyze each point in the table above. Recall that, for E = 0, we 
have 
F, E (r - 1) Y, - 2bY, Y2 - 3Y; Yz - Y; + Y-~‘~R~(v”~Y, TV, 0) = 0. 
(1) r” = 0. 
In the neighborhood of Y’ = 0, u(: = 0, z = 0, the solutions of (4.3) are 
given by Y, = 0 and r = bY, + Yi, This represents the branch of constant 
solutions of -du = Au + g(u). 
(2) r” = 1. 
This is the same case we saw in Section 3, where we proved that, for 
p = 2, the type of bifurcation is preserved under a positive cubic pertur- 
bation. Thus, we still have (locally) a supercritical primary bifurcation of 
pitchfork type. 
(3) r” = -b2/4. 
By the Implicit Function Theorem, the only solution of F, = 0 near 
r” = -b2/4, fl= -b/2, I”: = 0 is Y2 z 0. Therefore, the solutions of (4.3) 
satisfy 
F,,(Y,, 0, r, v, E, b) = rY, - bY; - Y: = 0. 
This represents a turning point, given by the minimum of the function 
r(Y1) = bY, + Y;. 
(4) r” = ri(b). 
At fl= bu,(b), e = kbui(b), we have 
Dy,F2 = r” - 1 - 2bfl- 3(z)2 - 3(G)’ # 0 
(this is because r,(b) # - j for all b # 0). Therefore, we obtain a unique 
solution Y2 = Y,(Y,, r, v, t, b) in the neighborhood of (G, E, r”, 0, 0, b), 
satisfying Y,(Y, , r, 0, 0, b)’ = r - 1 - 3bY, - 3Yt (this follows directly from * 
F, = 0, dividing by Y,). 
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By substituting in the first equation, we define 
PI(YI,r,u,E,b)=FI(YI, 2(Y1,r,v,t,b),r,v,c,b). 
It is easy to see that, when v = 0, E = 0, F, has the form 
f,(Y,, r, O,O, b) = b(1 - r) + (3 - 2r + 2b2) Y, + 8bY: $ SY:. 
Therefore, at (Y, , r, v, E, b) = (z , r”, 0, 0, b) we have 
P, = 0, D,& =-b - 2c, D,,E, = 0, D;$ = 16b[ 1 + 3vi(b)]; 
and since ---2q=-b[l +2v,(b)]#O for b#O, we obtain 
r = r*(Y,, v, t, b) as the unique solution of P, = 0. This function satisfies 
D,,r*(fl,O,O,b)=O and 
D::r*(fl, 0, 0, b) = 
16b[l + 3ui(b)] for i-l,3 
b[l + 2Ui(b)] = for i = 2. 
Hence, by another application of the Implicit Function Theorem we find 
Y, = Y,*(v, t, b) such that D,,r*(Y,*(v, E, b), v, E, b) = 0 and then, 
F(v, c, b) dzf r*(Y;“(u, 6, b), v, e, b) 
represents a turning point, supercritical for i = 1, 3 and subcritical for i = 2. 
(5) 
ro = b2 * w* - w* 1 
2 8 8 * 
At q = -b/4 f d(b* - 8)“*, G = 0, we have: 
F, = 0, D,,F, = r” - 2bG - 3(q)* = 1, 
Dy,F, = 0, D;;F, = -2b - 6G, D,F,=fl. 
By the Implicit Function Theorem, we have a unique solution Y, = Y,( Y, , r, 
v, t, b) of F, = 0, which, by Proposition 3.7, is even in Y2. This function also 
satisfies (at (q , 0, r”, 0, 0, b)): 
D,Y, =-G, Dy, Y, = 0, D;;Y, = 2b + 6q. 
The function 
f12(Y2, r, u, E, b) = F2(Y,(Y2, r; v, t, b), Y,, r, v, t, b) 
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is odd in Y,, so we may write F1 = Y&Y,, r, V, E, b). At v = 0, E = O,jiz has 
the following form: 
Hence, at G = 0, I = r”, v = 0, E = 0, we have 
D,z = 1 - 2bD, Y, - 6Y, D, Y, = 1 - (2b + 6Y’3(-Y’3 
=1+br:+2(~)2+bfl+4(~)2=b~+4(~)2#0 
(where we have used the formula for G, i.e., 1 + bfl+ 2(Y’32 = 0). 
D,& = - 2bD2,; Y, - 6Y, D;; Y, - 2 = (-2b + 6Y’3’ - 2. 
Since D,T2 # 0, we obtain a unique solution r = r*(Y,, v, 6, b) with 
r*(O, 0, 0, b) = r”, which is also even in Y,, so Dyzr* = 0. Furthermore, 
- 
D+-* = -V’,fi)-‘D;tf2 = 
2 + (2b + 6Y32 
c(b + 4q) . 
Therefore: 
(1) If fl=$(-b+(b2-8)1’2), then GcO and b+4fl>O. Thus, 
Dc;r* < 0 and the bifurcation at r*(O, v, E, b) is subcritical. This is precisely 
the secondary bifurcation that we found when g-is even, which, as mentioned 
there, is preserved under higher-order perturbations. 
(2) If r”: = i(-b - (b2 - 8)‘12), then fl < 0 and b + 4q < 0. Thus, 
D&r* > 0 and the bifurcation at r*(O, v, E, b) is supercritical. 
Putting all these results together, we obtain the pictures of Theorem 2.4. 
If we want to analyze the changes in the bifurcation pattern when the 
function f(A, U) is fixed and v (i.e., the domains) vary, the appropriate 
scaling is given by 
3, = a2;i, v = a2F 3 X=aZ (X = (a, P)>. 
Then, (4.1) becomes 
k,(c)X+iZ2(~)~+Q(~,~)+C(X,~)+a-3R(a~,a2~,~)=0. (4.10) 
If we define o=j-$F,Z,=E+/?, Z,=E-), (4.10) at a=O, E=O 
takes the form 





d %fdet a(@1 Y @2> 
Vl, z2> ’ 
The solutions of (4.11) for ij= 0 are 
x:0 0 0 -$ -a -t 
z,: 0 0 -1 0 -4 -a 
z, : 0 -1 0 -4 0 -+ 
(1) i = 0, Z, = 0, Z, = 0 corresponds precisely to the problem we 
have dealt with in Section 3, when g is even. As we saw there, when the first 
nonvanishing term of g is quadratic, the bifurcation curves are preserved 
under positive cubic and higher-order perturbations. Therefore, we have 
exactly three bifurcation curves: 
ii = v, I=o, ~=-v+o(ql. 
(2) I= 0, Z, = 0, Z, = -1. At this point, a(@, , Q2, d)/a(o, Z,, Z,, V) 
has rank three, and the Implicit Function Theorem gives us a unique solution 
(Z, , Z,, V) = (Z, , Z,, V)(o, E, a), and one can see (by implicit differentiation) 
that V(cr, E, a) has the form 
V= ia’ + h.o.t. 
which, in the original variables, reads 
;i = *(2v3”2 + o(P). 
The point I= 0, Z, = -1, Z, = 0 gives rise to the same bifurcation curves, 
because of symmetry. 
(3) z = -i, Z, =O, Z, = -4. Now we obtain (u,Z,, Z,) = 
[u, Z,, Z,)(V; E, a), and u has the expression u = -4 + o(q, which means 
A= -$ + V/2 + o(ij). The same curve arises from j = - d, Z, = -4, Z, = 0. 
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(4) I= -4, Z, = -4, Z, = -4. In this case, a(@, , QZ d)/ 
a(o, Z, , Z,, ?) has r_ank two, and a direct analysis is required. We obtain two 
bifurcation curves, 1= -f (or L = -a2/4, the turning point of the branch of 
nonzero constant solutions of -Au = Lu - uu2 -u’) and 1= - 4 + 
2P + o(V2). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5. 
5. APPLICATION TO A SELECTION-MIGRATION MODEL 
Let the two-dimensional domain 0 represent an island inhabited by a 
large, isolated population. We consider a particular genetic characteristic (a 
“locus”) governed by the combinations of two alleles, A and a. The 
population is thus divided into three possible genotypes: au, aA and AA; let 
their corresponding death rates be denoted by r, , r2, 73, respectively. 
We assume: (1) the population is uniformly distributed in R and its size is 
constant in time; (2) its individuals migrate isotropically within the island at 
a constant rate r; (3) 7,) r2, 73 are constant in time and space. Let p be the 
frequency of gene A in the population. Then, it can be shown (see, for 
instance, Fife [7], Ewens [6], Aronson and Weinberger [2]) that p satisfies 





Let ,u = (r, - r1)/(2t2 - r, - Zj). Then, O<P< 1 if r,<r, <t2 or 
r, < t3 ( 52, which indicates heterozygote inferiority: natural selection acts 
against the mixed race aA and favors the pure races au and AA. If this is the 
case, we define: 
b=f-pu, p-i+b=du, d’=r, A = ($ - b’)(l/r) > 0. 
Then, if p(t, x) =p(x) is a stationary solution of (5.1), u satisfies 





If b (which represents a genetic property) is fixed and the migration rate r 
is large, then A is small and our results can be applied; we may interpret 
them as follows: 
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Let us consider two islands $2: and 0: where the process of natural 
selection has acted so that in a! all individuals are of type AA, whereas in 
Qfi all individuals are of type au (this is a realistic situation since the 
hypothesis of heterozygote inferiority implies that the population will tend to 
stabilize around one of the pure races). If we build a narrow bridge joining 
both islands, the genotype distribution will be practically the same: “almost 
all” individuals in Qt are AA, and “almost all” individuals in Szk are au. As 
the bridge becomes wider, this distribution loses its stability and, even 
though some nonhomogeneous distributions persist, they are unstable, and, 
eventually, we will observe a unique homogeneous distribution of a certain 
pure race. 
6. REMARKS 
(1) If the hypothesis of symmetry of the domains 0, is dropped, the 
transition from five to nine solutions in all bifurcation diagrams will be 
made, in general, through an intermediate region of seven solutions. Whether 
or not the secondary bifurcations persist is an open question, although it is 
very likely that they do not. 
(2) The boundary condition au/an = 0 may be generalized to 
au/an + yu = 0. It can be shown that the Bifurcation Equations are still 
continuous with respect o this new parameter. However, in general, we will 
not be dealing with a problem of bifurcation from a double eigenvalue (since, 
in general, the first eigenvalue of A on J2 with the boundary condition 
au/an + yu = 0 depends on the geometry of the domain 0). 
(3) In Hale and Vegas [9] a set of conditions was given on the 
domains R, that ensured the continuity of the Bifurcation Equations and 
their first derivatives in F. However, it seems that these conditions are not 
sufficient to prove Theorem 2.2, and it is not clear what type of restrictions 
would have to be imposed so that properties of the type JR, W! + 0 as c -+ 0 
hold. 
7. REGULARITY OF THE BIFURCATION EQUATIONS 
Theorem 2.2 is the most technical result in this paper, and its complete 
proof is very lengthy. Hale and Vegas [9] proved that the bifurcation 
functions G, H and their Jrst derivatives are continuous in E. However, some 
serious difficulties appear when the higher-order derivatives are considered; 
these problems can be easily overcome when c remains bounded away from 
zero (after all, the perturbation of the boundary is C’ in that case), but they 
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require a much more careful study of the behavior of the quantities involved 
as E approaches zero. We now present a brief account of the main estimates 
and the proof of continuity at E = 0. 
The first proposition establishes an estimate for the norms of the Sobolev 
imbeddings H’(.CI,) 4 L”(O,): 
PROPOSITION 7.1. For every p > 2 there exists a constant M, such that, 
for all E > 0, E < 1, u E H’(l2,), the estimate 
holds. 
Proof: DefineRI,=~n,n{(x,y):Ixl~3, I~/<E}. FixE=l.Then,Z?, is 
a domain satisfying the cone property. Therefore, the Sobolev Imbedding 
Theorem can be applied to it: H’(I?,) + Lp(R”,) (see Adams [ 11); let ML 
denote the norm of this imbedding. 
Let now u E N’(f2,)~ define v(x’, y’) = u(x’, EJJ’). Then v is defined in 
E -‘fi, and therefore in R, , so 1) v (ILp(g,) Q ML II v IIHlca,, . Now, 
and the result follows immediately. 
The next proposition is essential in the understanding of this perturbation 
problem since it provides estimates for solutions of elliptic problems in LI, in 
terms (partly) of their values in the fixed domain 0,. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let Q, be the subset off?,, defined as follows: 
Then there exists a constant M > 0 such that, for every E > 0 and every 
u E C’(fi6) such that &@n = 0 on Xl,, we have 
ProoJ See Hale and Vegas [9]. 
Next, we present the most important properties concerning eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions of A,. 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. 
(i) I, =def 1’*‘(Q,) = O(E) as c --) 0. 
(ii) AC3’(Q,) is bounded away jiom zero as E --b 0. 
(iii) If w, is the eigenfunction corresponding to A, satisfying ja, wf = 1 
and log w, > 0, and w,, is defined as 
W~~CL=-(j-&$$)'l' on ,Qk; 
WOE CR = ($y-j-3,“’ on l2:, 
J’,, j w,’ + *,(w, - wo)* =O(c) as E -+ 0. 
ProoJ (i) and (ii) have been proved in Hale and Vegas 191, where, 
moreover, it is shown that, if E is suffkiently small, joR w, is different from 
zero; therefore, the eigenfunction w, in (iii) is well-defined. 
(iii) Let m’, = I@(-’ J Rb w, (1= L, R). By the Poincare Inequality, 
jo, (w, - m’,)’ 4 [n’“(l?‘,)] -’ i,, ( Vw, (* < (const.) A, = O(E). 
0 
By Proposition 7.2, 
< M[L,z + 21, + O(E)] = O(E). 
Therefore, 
On the other hand, by using the definition of wg one can see that 
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Therefore, 
=jo, [w.-wojo~w.wo+Ot~)]2. 
We obtain a similar estimate for fit, and then we conclude 
This implies --tin, w, wJ2 = O(E) - 11 w,II&,, . Then, since 
we have (all norms are L’(R,) norms): 
IIw,-wol/2=llw,l12+IIwol12--j w,wo 
no 
~lIw,l12+ l-2 j w,wo L, 1 2~llw,l12+~+~~~~-~ll~~I12 
= -II w,'12 + 1 + O(E) = I, wf + O(c) = O(E). 
r 
This concludes the proof of (iii). 
Since L’3’(L!,) is bounded away from zero as E + 0, the operator g, 
defined in Section 2 is well-defined and IId, (( < C, for a fixed constant C, . 
We now examine its dependence on E: 
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let g, E L2(12,), q, E L”O(R,) be given for E > 0 with 
Il~AlLmw~) <k, < c;‘9 let P, denote the projection operator defined in 
Section 2, and assume that go is locally constant. Then, (I-P,) go = 0 and 
the following estimates hold: 
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(iii) If 6, is the unique solution of u^, = g,(I - P,)[ g, + q, v^,], then 
II fi,IIHI(R,) < (1 - k cl)-’ ICI II &llL2(R,, + 2c, II g, - gollLw”~ 
+ M”* II &cn,, I 
for a certain absolute constant M > 0. 
Proof. (i) f’, g, - PO go = (P, - PO) g, + Pd g, - go). Now9 
I j Ifw’ R f &-lfiR,I-’ j*o& / 
= IP.lllQol no 
lj &(l~ol-PJ+ j &IQol/ R, 
(w, - wo)llL2~62,~ < /I g,lLw,~ IIW, - WOIILWI,~ 
+ 11 &h(R,) 11 W,11t2(R,) + II g.llL2U&,, 11 wE - W011L2tf&,,' 
And (I P,,( g, - go)~~L2~nO~ < )I g, - gollL2cn,j. The result then follows from 
Proposition 7.3(iii). 
(ii) Call r.?, = kE(Z - P,) g,. Then 
II4 IfI G Cl II (I- PC> &WJ 
' IIt1 - p,) g, IhR,, 
II (1 - PC> &IILW,~ =II v -P,)& - (I- Po)gollLwI,~ 
= II& --go - (P,g, -pogo)IILwIo~ G2ll ge -gollLw,, 
+ MP2 II &llLW~P 
by part (i) above. This proves (ii). 
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(iii) 6, satisfies v^, - g,(I - P,) q, 6, = x,(1 - P,) g,. Applying (ii) the 
result follows immediately. 
Our final task is to analyze how these properties of g, are reflected in the 
behavior of ?.?(a, /I, 1, E) as a function of E; let us recall that &a, /I, A, E) is 
defined as the unique solution of 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, then the 
map iR x R x A -+ H’(l2,) given by (a, ,8, A) F+ ;(a, ,L?, A, E) is Ck, and all its 
derivatives up through order k are continuous in (a, /?, 1,~). 
Moreover, as E --f 0, for every p > 2 and every derivative of order 1 rl< k, 
we have 
(i) I(Drz2(a,P, 1, E)IIHL(a,) = O(ellp) as 6 + 0, 
(ii) IlD’u^(a,P, 1, E)JILP(R,) + 0 as 6 -+ 0, 
uniformly for a, /?, L in bounded sets. If 1 r 1 = 0 or 1, (i) also holds for p = 2. 
ProoJ The boundedness hypotheses on the derivatives off imply that 6 
is Ck in a, /I, L for each fixed E. Let us proceed to prove the estimate: 
(1) r = 0: Let us call u”, = u”(a,P, L, E), and let 6, E H’(lR*) be any 
extension of w,,. Then, by the Mean Value Theorem, 
6, = &(I - p,)[f (A a + P&) +fu@, a + P& + z,)Cg(wt - GO) + &)I, 
where t, is some function. If we define q, =f,(A, a + j3G3, + r,), 
g, = f (A, a + ,G,,) + f,(A, a + PC,, + q) P(w, - J&,) and go =f (k a + Pw,), 
we may apply Proposition 7.4(iii), Proposition 7.3(iii) and the fact that 
ii<tiT a + P~oNL~~R,~ = W’*) ( since Go is a fixed function) to obtain 
U t HI(R,) = o(c”2>’ 
(2) Irl = 1: Let u^, = @a,/?, 1, E), v^, = Du^,. Then, )I G,IIH,(n,j = O(E”*) 
follows easily from Proposition 7.4(iii), using the facts that f, is bounded,f, 
grows linearly and 11 u^, IIH,(D,j = O(E”‘) (just proved). 
(3) The general case: Let us assume that the estimate 
IID’u^(a9 /% A9 E)iIHl(n,) 7 O(c’@) holds for every p > 2 and 0 Qj ,< k - 1. By 
Proposition 7.1, IJLyuIJILp(q ) < Mp~“P-“2 (10’ G(lA,(R ), and I( wc(JLp(R ) + 
II WE - wo IlrPw,~ - - O(E”~) (&is follows from the facts ,; wf = O(e), il, = O’(E) 
and the estimates in Lp(R,) obtained in the proof of P;oposition 7.1). Hence 
II WE IIW a,, is bounded as E -+ 0 for any fixed p > 2 and, for j = 1, 
lIDu^lI,q.~, = O(E”~). 
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Let us fix j > 2. The general form of a derivative of order k (which we 
represent by Dku) is 
Dkti = I((1 - P,)[Cg, +f,(A, a + Pw, + 2) DkU^], 
where the gc’s are terms of the type 
f A...lu...u(~,(r+Bw,+~)(l +D,a)m1(~,+DllUl)mz(D~~,a)s1(D~5, z2)“*(D’& i)“‘, 
where m, + m2 + rls, + rzs2 + r3s3 = k. 
(a) Terms with rlsl + rZsz + r3s3 2 1, say rzsz > 1. We may write 
g, = (Dz2 4 ic and II &llL*u?J G IID;* ~IILP*~RJ II A%w2J 
where l/p, + l/p* = i. 
Let p> 2 be fixed and choose p2,p* such that 2 <p2 <p and 2 <p* < 
(l/p- l/p* + +)-I; then, 11 gEllLP,o,d is bounded (by the induction 
hypothesis) for any p, > 2 (observe that all the derivatives of u” that appear 
in g, are of order <k - 1); now, 
II &IIL*ulJ Q II &?cn,, IID;* ~IlLP2(R,~ 
and llD;1’* %w,) . < IV;, E”~ * by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, with 
the choice of p2,p* above, there exists a constant IV+, depending only on J, 
such that 11 grllL2(u,) <IV+‘, where a = l/p, - 4 + l/p* > l/p. 
(b) Terms with rlsl + rzsz + r3sj = 0. In this case we may apply 
Proposition 7.4(iii) with 
g, =.f A...Au...u(k a +Pw, + G)(l + Da4’Ywc + DqfV2, 
go =f A...lu...u(~t a +Bwo) wo”* 
We have 
II gcllr.*(R,j < M,II 1 + D,u^ll,md,m,~~,~ II w  + 4~ll;;*m*~~c3 
= M, [ O(E 1hm3)]ml[o(, VPzm*)]m = qt 9 
since l/p, t l/p, = $. 
II g, - gollL*cn,, 
< M,II dfn...Au...u CL a+Pw, + 4 -.L...lu...u(~9 a + Pwo> w~*llL*~~~o~ 
+ ~2llfn...hL..” (A, a t /3w, t ti)[(l t DaV’l(w, t DgUlY2 - w~*]II~~~~,~ 
G MaI1 W~*llLmw,, IMW, - wo> +4L*ul,~ 
-tM,IJ(l t D, u^)"'[(~,tD~Ul)~*- w:*] t [(I tD,u^)"l- 11 wl;*II1.*,oO). 
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We know that [I/~(w, - w,) + u^llLpCn,, = O(E”~) (p > 2). Now, 
l/(1 + ~,vv% + D,u^)“’ - 4%(R0)1 
II 
WI*-1 
= (1 + Drr6)m’(w, + D,,u^ - w,) 2 (w, + DBu^y’w;2-j . 
j=I Ill L2(0,) 
We observe that (1 + D, 6)“’ and CT!; ’ (w, + D, u^y’ worn?-j are bounded as 
E + 0 in Lp(L?,), for any p > 2, and the whole expression is majorized by 
In-1 
(1 + D,C)“’ c (w, + D,u^y’wf2-j 
III 
IIPCW, - h) + 4Lw2”) 
j=I Lm(no) 
= O(E “P2). 
Now take p2 =p. The other term is handled similarly. 
Adding all the terms and applying Proposition 7.4 we finally obtain 
IIDkU”lI H,CnC) = O(E”~) and the proof of (i) is finished. 
In order to prove (ii), fix 2 < p* < 2p/Q - 2) and apply Proposition 7.5 
and (i) above for p = p*. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. With the help of the previous propositions, all we 
have to do in order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.2 is to observe that 
the kth-order derivatives of 
have the general form 
Dk(3 = cp,KL..Au...u (A, a + ,f?w, + u^)(l + DaC)““(w, + D&“‘l 
. (D;,, z?)“‘(D;;“~ zZ)‘~(D~~, G)Q] 
with m, + m2 + r,s, + r2s2 + r3s3 = k. By Proposition 7.5(ii), 
lim Dk 
C-r0 PoL..*u...u (2, a + ho> ~421, s*ts2+sj=o 
which is precisely Dk( :)(a, /I, 1,O). Since this limit is uniform for a, /I, A in 
bounded sets, we have (:)(a’, /?‘, A’, E) --f (:)(a, /I, A, 0) as a + a’, 
p -+ /I’, L + A’, E --f O-. This concludes the proof. 
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